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94
Score

PASS
Zokyo’s Security Team has 
concluded that this smart 
contract passes security 
qualifications to be listed on 
digital asset exchanges



This document outlines the overall security of the Crowny smart contracts, evaluated by 
Zokyo's Blockchain Security team.

Technical Summary

The scope of this audit was to analyze and document the Crowny smart contract codebase for 
quality, security, and correctness.

. . .
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Crowny Contract Audit

There were no critical issues found during the audit.

Contract Status

LOW Risk

It should be noted that this audit is not an endorsement of the reliability or effectiveness of 
the contract, rather limited to an assessment of the logic and implementation. In order to 
ensure a secure contract that’s able to withstand the Ethereum network’s fast-paced and 
rapidly changing environment, we at Zokyo recommend that the Crowny team put in place a 
bug bounty program to encourage further and active analysis of the smart contract.

Testable Code

The testable code is 98.8%, which is above the industry standard of 95%.
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Crowny Contract Audit

Auditing Strategy and Techniques Applied

The Smart contract’s source code was taken from the Crowny repository –  
.


Last commit – 2cc00acdeced3946cb0879f545c2f830267a497e.
https://github.com/Crowny-io/erc20/tree

. . .

Throughout the review process, care was taken to ensure that the token contract:

Implements and adheres to existing Token standards appropriately and effectively;
Documentation and code comments match logic and behavior;
Distributes tokens in a manner that matches calculations;
Follows best practices in efficient use of gas, without unnecessary waste;
Uses methods safe from reentrance attacks;
Is not affected by the latest vulnerabilities;
Whether the code meets best practices in code readability, etc.

Zokyo’s Security Team has followed best practices and industry-standard techniques to verify 
the implementation of Crowny smart contracts. To do so, the code is reviewed line-by-line by 
our smart contract developers, documenting any issues as they are discovered. Part of this 
work includes writing a unit test suite using the Truffle testing framework. In summary, our 
strategies consist largely of manual collaboration between multiple team members at each 
stage of the review:

1
Due diligence in assessing the overall 
code quality of the codebase.

2
Cross-comparison with other, similar 
smart contracts by industry leaders.

3
Testing contract logic against common 
and uncommon attack vectors.

4
Thorough, manual review of the 
codebase, line-by-line.

https://github.com/Crowny-io/erc20/tree
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Crowny Contract Audit

Zokyo team has investigated the contracts from different aspects and found a couple of issues 
in the given contract. All the findings are indicated in this report in the section below.

According to the severity level, there were no critical issues found during the audit. All the 
mentioned findings may have an effect only in the case of specific conditions performed by 
the contract owner.

Most of the issues were successfully fixed by Crowny team. The findings during the audit have 
no impact on contract performance, so it is fully production-ready.



Structure and Organization of Document
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Crowny Contract Audit

For ease of navigation, sections are arranged from most critical to least critical. Issues are 
tagged “Resolved” or “Unresolved” depending on whether they have been fixed or addressed. 
Furthermore, the severity of each issue is written as assessed by the risk of exploitation or 
other unexpected or otherwise unsafe behavior:

The issue has minimal impact on the 
contract’s ability to operate.

Low

The issue has no impact on the contract’s 
ability to operate.

Informational

The issue affects the ability of the contract 
to compile or operate in a significant way.

High

The issue affects the ability of the contract 
to operate in a way that doesn’t significantly 
hinder its behavior.

Medium

The issue affects the ability of the contract 
to compile or operate in a significant way.

Critical
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Crowny Contract Audit

CrownyVesting changeVestingAddress function doesn’t transfer 
claimed tokens

HIGH

In a case when transferring a vesting which is already partly claimed, the new address is able 
to claim this partly claimed amount once more as a consequence of this issue. This double 
claim can also cause an insufficient amount of vested tokens to pay all vestings in a contract 
(invariant that is held otherwise in a contract).

Recommendation:
Add transferring of __claimed value to a new address in change VestingAddress function of 
CrownyVesting contract.

CrownyVesting allowedToClaim can in some cases return a value 
that is bigger than the full vesting amount

MEDIUM

In a case, if initialClaim + vestingIncrement * penultimateJunctureIndex value is higher than a full 
vesting amount, allowedToClaim function can return a value that is bigger than a full vesting 
amount consequently allowing to claim amount higher than expected. The risk of this issue 
isn’t higher because the owner of the contract can make sure that the value would actually be 
in range but it’s better to additionally safeguard from this problem.

Recommendation:
Add restriction on allowedToClaim return value to not be bigger than vestingAmount - claimed 
or additionally validate values in the setVesting method.
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Crowny Contract Audit

CrownyVesting __getJunctureIndex contains a loop with an 
unrestricted amount of iterations

low

__getJunctureIndex function contains an iteration through junctures and there aren’t any 
restrictions on the length of junctures so the gas consumption of this function can be hard to 
predict. The loop doesn’t contain any gas-heavy logic so the priority of this issue isn’t high.

Recommendation:
Restrict a maximum number of junctures to make maximum gas cost or rework a logic and 
remove the loop altogether.

CrownyToken can be inherited from more Openzeppelin token 
contracts

informational

Amount of custom logic in CrownyToken contract can be reduced by inheriting from 
ERC20Capped and ERC20Pausable token contracts provided by the Openzeppelin contracts 
library. Relying on a library token contract code as much as possible is generally a good 
practice.

Recommendation:
Inherit CrownyToken from ERC20Capped and ERC20Pausable and remove custom logic 
provided by them from CrownyToken contract.
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Crowny Contract Audit

CrownyVesting state variable mappings can be grouped as a one 
mapping to a struct

informational

CrownyVesting contract contains a bunch of state variable mappings(__junctures, __vesters, …) 
that can be represented as a mapping from an address to a struct containing values of those 
mappings as fields. This can make code more readable and less error-prone.

Recommendation:
Group CrownyVesting individual mappings as one mapping to a struct.

Re-audit:
Mappings are aggregated but the readability can still be improved by storing a 
__vestingSchedules[_beneficiary] in a local variable when multiple accesses are made to it. For 
example, instead of:

The code would look like this:

uint256 maximumClaimable = __vestingSchedules[_beneficiary].vestingAmount - 
__vestingSchedules[_beneficiary].claimed;

VestingSchedule storage currentVesting = __vestingSchedules[_beneficiary];

uint256 maximumClaimable = currentVesting.vestingAmount - currentVesting.claimed;
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Crowny Contract Audit

SafeMath can be unnecessary

informational

Starting from Solidity 0.8.0 overflow revert checks are enabled by a compiler by default, so 
SafeMath library defaults to doing regular operations in many cases. Removing it can save a 
small amount of gas at the deployment.

Recommendation:
Review the necessity to use SafeMath through contracts.

Re-audit:
SafeMath is removed from CrownyVesting, but is left in CrownyToken.

Unnecessary check in CrownyVesting contract

informational

CrownyVesting contains a check on a line 191 (if (block.timestamp < __junctures[_beneficiary][i])) 
that is always true and can be omitted to save a small amount of gas.

Recommendation:
Remove this check from a contract code.

Re-audit:
The else case is now completely removed which would cause the loop to continue for a full 
juncture's length. This can consume more gas and can skip junctures if they are not in 
ascending order. I think it’s better to leave else break block without conditions or return the 
first index that fails the time check - 1.
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Crowny Contract Audit

Gas can be saved by making some state variables immutable

informational

If a state variable is only set in a constructor and isn’t changed afterward, gas can be saved by 
adding an immutable modifier to those variables. This will inline those values in deployed 
contract bytecode and avoid storage lookups when accessing those variables.

Recommendation:
Make state variables that are only modified on a constructor immutable.
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Crowny Contract Audit

Code Coverage and Test Results for all files

Contract: CrownyToken
✓ Totalsupply is 900mln

1 passing (2s)

Tests written by Crowny team

FILE

contracts/

BulkSender.sol

CrownyBulkVester.sol

CrownyTimelockController.sol

CrownyToken.sol

CrownyVesting.sol

All files

4.82

0.00

% STMTS

0.00

100.00

44.44

0.00

4.82

2.27

0.00

% BRANCH

0.00

100.00

25.00

0.00

2.27

6.45

0.00

% FUNCS

0.00

0.00

33.33

0.00

6.45

4.71

0.00

0.00

100.00

44.44

0.00

% LINES

4.71

22, 24, 25, 27

... 42, 44, 48, 50

21, 25, 29, 33, 35

... 193, 201, 202

UNCOVERED LINES
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Crowny Contract Audit

Contract: BulkSender

✓ should deploy contract

✓ should call bulkSend

✓ should NOT call bulkSend [_receipients.length == _amounts.length]

Contract: CrownyBulkVester

✓ should deploy contract
✓ should set vester contract
✓ should transfer owner

✓ should call bulkVest
✓ should tranfer owner back to vester

✓ should NOT call bulkVest [_beneficiaries.length == _junctures.length]
✓ should NOT call bulkVest [_beneficiaries.length == _vestingAmounts.length]
✓ should NOT call bulkVest [_beneficiaries.length == _vestingIncrements.length]
✓ should NOT call bulkVest [_beneficiaries.length == _initialClaims.length]

Contract: CrownyTimelockController

✓ should deploy contract

Contract: CrownyVesting

Tests written by Zokyo Secured team

As part of our work assisting Crowny in verifying the correctness of their contract code, our 
team was responsible for writing integration tests using the Truffle testing framework.

Tests were based on the functionality of the code, as well as a review of the Crowny contract 
requirements for details about issuance amounts and how the system handles these.
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Crowny Contract Audit

✓ should deploy

✓ should set vesting [1]
✓ should set vesting [2]

✓ should call vestingAmount
✓ should call nextJuncture
✓ should call tokenAddress
✓ should call incrementAmount
✓ should claim tokens
✓ should call claimed
✓ admin should change vesting
✓ should call emergencyClaim
✓ should call revokeVesting
✓ should call returnUnallocatedTokens

✓ should NOT set vesting [address already vesting]
✓ should NOT change vesting address [address already vesting]
✓ should NOT call emergencyClaim [_amount <= maximumClaimable] 
✓ should NOT call revokeVesting [all tokens have been vested]
✓ should NOT claim tokens [amount > 0]
✓ should NOT claim tokens [_amount <= allowedToClaim]
✓ should trigger isVesting

✓ should set vesting
✓ should call nextJuncture [when block.timestamp >= __vestingEnds]
✓ should call nextJuncture [when block.timestamp < __junctures]
✓ should call allowedToClaim [when block.timestamp < __junctures]
✓ should call allowedToClaim [when timestamp >= __vestingEnds]

Contract: CrownyToken

✓ should deploy token

✓ should burn
✓ should mint
✓ should NOT mint [total suplly > max supply]
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Crowny Contract Audit

✓ should pause
✓ should NOT transfer [paused]
✓ should unpouse
✓ should transfer

46 passing (1m)

FILE

contracts/

BulkSender.sol

CrownyBulkVester.sol

CrownyTimelockController.sol

CrownyToken.sol

CrownyVesting.sol

All files

98.80

100.00

% STMTS

100.00

100.00

100.00

98.28

98.80

93.18

100.00

% BRANCH

90.00

100.00

100.00

92.86

93.18

100.00

100.00

% FUNCS

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

98.82

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

98.33

% LINES

98.82

151

UNCOVERED LINES



We are grateful to have been given the opportunity to work 
with the Crowny team.



The statements made in this document should not be 
interpreted as investment or legal advice, nor should its 
authors be held accountable for decisions made based 
on them.



Zokyo's Security Team recommends that the Crowny team put 
in place a bug bounty program to encourage further analysis 
of the smart contract by third parties.


